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Eekels: Your partner for easy to
install systems

A simple to install, 2-wire system 
 
The Eekels emergency telegraph is fully operational with only 2 wires. 
The system is perfectly suitable for high demanding customers that 
want to spend little money and time on laying cables aboard vessels.
Although the system has merely two wires, the system remains fully 
functional and operational. LED’s show any change in position of the 
connected telegraph. An optional buzzer and relay are triggered at the 
same time. The system is set up to work both bi-directional.
 

Characteristics of the emergency telegraph 
 

  2-wire system
  Fail-safe
  Simple installation
  Standard housing DIN-144
  Minimal power consumption
  Coloured signs and text 
  Signalling with LED’s
  Backlight with dimmable LED’s
  Up to 12 positions possible
  Built-in buzzer
  Transmitter and receiver short-circuit proof
  Identical units for bridge and engine room
  Optional NMEA 0183 output for VDR 
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tg-1 / tg-1A
power supply 24 Vdc tolerance -25% up to 30% (protected against polarity inversion)

power consumption max. 3 W

protection internal 0,5 A

IP class front IP42 / back IP20

temperature range -15 ºC up to +55 ºC

relative humidity maximum 90%

manufacturer Eekels

weight 415g approximately

connecting terminals flexible max. 2.5 mm2

flash frequency 0.8 Hz approximately

buzzer frequency 3000 Hz approximately
buzzer sound level 74 dB ( 1m ) approximately
output contact potential free changeover contact (SPDT) 230 Vac - 1500 W
text plate 

(max. 12 positions)

standard English (11 positions) see illustration 

other text on request
size (h x w x d) 144 x 144 x 75 mm

mounting panel cut out 138 x 138 mm

VDR (option) NMEA 0183 output

housing (option) mounting cabinet (dim. 250 x 250 x 155 mm) IP 54

technical specifications

Configuration of the emergency telegraph

tg-1     fixed pitch propeller
1 = BRIDGE CONTROL
2 = DEAD SLOW
3 = SLOW
4 = HALF
5 = FULL
6 = -
7 = FULL
8 = HALF
9 = SLOW
10 = DEAD SLOW
11 = FINISHED WITH ENGINGE
12 = STOP

tg-1A     controllable pitch propeller
1 = START ENGINE
2 = DEAD SLOW
3 = SLOW
4 = HALF
5 = FULL
6 = -
7 = FULL
8 = HALF
9 = SLOW
10 = DEAD SLOW
11 = STOP ENGINE
12 = ZERO PITCH
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